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Getting Real is a collection of essays written by critics and academics who 

confront the objectification and sexualisation of girls and women. Tankard Reist is 

a popular speaker and advocate for women‟s issues, and this book is timely with 

its well-researched message.  

 

There are many parts of Getting Real which are harrowing reading; Tankard 

Reist describes this as „dark material…however, there is hope‟ (p. 33). She also 

urges us not to „shoot the messenger‟ because the message is too important to 

ignore. Essentially, this book explains how girlhood has become „pornified‟ and 

that „ideal womanhood is now all about sexual allure; the ability to attract the 

male gaze has become what is important in life‟ (p. 6). 

 

Noni Hazlehurst‟s preface gives a succinct personal history of feminism, which 

establishes the setting of the chapters to follow, including:  

 Emma Rush‟s explanation of the harmful risks that premature 

sexualisation has on girls, including the development of eating disorders 

and disruption of healthy psychological development. 

 Maggie Hamilton‟s essay on how „the more girls are treated as objects, the 

more they see themselves this way‟ (p. 61). 

 Clive Hamilton‟s plea for „today‟s teenagers to win back their freedom from 

the adults who run the advertising agencies and girls‟ magazines and the 

“sex-positive” media academics‟ (p. 93). 

 Selena Ewing‟s research into how magazines affect women and girls; „one 

very clear finding is that there are harmful effects of being exposed to 

pictures of thin and glamorous women. Poor body image, lower self-

esteem, anger, anxiety, shame, self-surveillance are documented 

responses‟ (p. 105). 

 

There are two other thought-provoking and controversial essays. The first is a 

commentary on the controversy surrounding Bill Henson‟s photographs of girls 

written by Melissa Farley. The second is a chapter on the harmful medicalisation 

of sexualised girls written by Renate Klein. Klein even questions the mass 

vaccinations of girls with the cervical cancer vaccine, and she continues to 

explore the politics of fear. 

 

Getting Real also offers solutions to the objectification of girls. Steve Biddulph, 

Tania Andrusiak and Julie Gale call for political and governmental action but also 

advocate for the power of the individual and the influence of healthy, supportive 

communities. There is also the final challenge issued by Gale, who‟s activism has 

resulted in many concrete changes; „as long as we stay silent, we are complicit in 

maintaining the status quo‟ (p. 190). 
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Getting Real is an essential text for educators of girls. Even those who are well-

versed in these issues will be shocked by the extent of the sexualisation of girls 

who we teach and care for daily. An over-arching theme was the basic idea that 

while girls and women are constantly preoccupied with their body and image, 

there is not much time, energy or passion left to focus on other areas in life. „We 

are trying to raise happy, healthy, resilient girls… much needs to change if this is 

ever going to be possible‟ (Tankard Reist, p. 7). 

 

Two final quotes from Tankard Reist are a reminder to those who work in single-

sex schools. „Girls need to be able to discern what is good and valuable and 

dismiss the rubbish‟ (p. 33). Finally, „girls should be rewarded for thinking for 

themselves, exploring meaning and values and making a mark in the world that 

goes beyond the airhead cult of celebrity and fashion‟ (p. 32). 
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